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Poetry. 

I JUST KBEP LTW ALONG. 

Some folks they keep huntin' for sorrow, 
They sigh if they're right or they're wrong ; 

But this day's as good as tomorrow, 
So I just keep livin' along. 
I just keep livin along, 
1 just keep singin' a song. 

There's no use to sigh 
While the sun's in the sky, 

So I just keep livin' along. 

When the Lord made the world was 1 in it 
To give Him directions ?    He knowed 

I wouldn't know how to begin it, 
Bein' nothing but dust by the road. 

So I just keep livin' alonR. 
And 1 can't say the Lord's work is wrong. 

I never will sigh 
While He's runnin' the sky ; 

I just keep a-livin' along. 

I'm thankful for sun and for showers ; 
The Lord makes the winter and May. 

And He'd hide all the graves with His flowers 
If folks didn't weed 'em away. 

So I just keep livin' along, 
Still thankful for sunlight and song ; 

I know when it's snowin' 
God's roses are growin', 

So I just keep a-livin' along. 
—Frank I.. Slant on. 

Contributions. 

GLASS ADDRESS. 

Delivered   by    Rev.   John     Crawford 
Mackey, of Meyersdale,  Pa., in the Col- 
lege Chapel, June 18, 1896. 

With the rapidity of coursing time the 
terms of study for the present University 
year have been brought to a close, and 
we are summoned to address words of 
cheer and encouragement to you to-night 
and more especially to the five young men 
who will soon confront new experiences 
in new relationships of life. The hour is 
full of interest and the season more than 
ordinarily pleasant. The lives of the 
students who were in attendance during 
the past sessions have been preserved ; 
and the professors in their places to meet 
their several responsibilities. The audi- 
ence this evening is an evidence that the 
University has a place in the recollections, 
sympathies and prayers of the people. 

A few brief remarks on "The Times in 
which we live and their peculiar need in 
the gifts and qualifications of the present 
generation" may not be uninteresting up- 
on this occasion. And here, it is proper 
to say, that we have no intention to show 
that our days are worse than those which 
preceeded them ; nor is it our object to 
pour out lamentations over any so-seemed 
hard lot which has befallen us. We would 
rather stimulate to bravely meet and con- 
quer difficulty, to triumph in the work of 

God's hands, and to take a comprehen- 
sive view of what is indispensable to dis- 
charge present and future obligations, 
and, it may be averred, along this line : 

First. That the period in which we 
live, is marked by startling rev«lution and 
impressive fulfillment of prophecy. 

A glance at the history of events which 
transpired   in   the  eastern   and   western 
worlds during the last decade is sufficient 
to  justify  this   statement.    Whether  we 
look  at   the    tremendous   shocks which 
heathenism in China has received through 
the instrumentality of the Gospel and the 
encroachments of an advancing civiliza- 
tion j or at the weakening of the Spanish 
power through the issues of conflict, the 
demands of the age, and the inability and 
disinclination   of former   supporters   to 
longer, foster and abet a system of tyran- 
ny which has become utterly intolerable ; 
or at the astonishing revolutions which are 
passing over the republics of Central and 
South America, the Islands of the sea.and 
the great.new African territoryjwe have a 
fulfillment of Scripture prediction, more 
marvelous, rapid, and far reaching in ex- 
tent, than when in the  seventies in the 
Latin world, the  Roman   Pontiff lost his 
temporal sovereignty, and was humiliated 
by the fall of his empire, and his flight to 
the Vatican where he is to-day a reputed 
prisoner.    Within the last year the entire 
civilized world has been thrown into a state 
of great excitement by the atrocitie sof the 
Turks perpetrated in Christian Armenia. 
Once more the waters of the Euphrates are 
crimsoned with the blood of persecution, 
and the neighborhood of the Mediterranean 
Sea becomes the centre of interest in the 
Christian and enlightened earth. The ser- 
vices of the great powers are being invok- 
ed   in   the  interests of   civilization  and 
against the vicious slaughter of the people 
of God by the permission of the Ottoman 
power.    And   in  all that  is taking place 
the student of prophecy may find the an- 
ticipation, at least,  of the   fulfillment of 
symbolical predictions and the certain ef- 
fects of the pouring out of the sixth apoca- 
lyptic vial :     "The great river Euphrates 
shall be dried up," the delusions of Mo- 
hammedanism must be   wiped   out from 
the east, and every bulwark of supersti- 
tion, idolatry, oppression, corruption, and 
wickedness  must be leveled in the dust. 
The vision is for an appointed time,   but 
in the end it shall speak. 

Second. Our times are marked by 
wondetful activity and enterprise. Mind 
is active. Thought is daring and impa- 
tient of restraint. The lights of past ages 
still cast their glowing rays upon the 
scholar and the thinker of our day ; but 
the tendency of the times is to take new 

courses in thought, to abandon  ancient 
guides and to make originality the idol at 
whose shrine cultivated intellects are dis- 
posed to worship.    In all departments of 
literature this  energy of intellect is con- 
spicuous.    It  is   true that the mind has 
thrown off much that is ephemeral j but it 
is gratifying that the results of patient and 
profound thinking are as extensive as you 
find them.    In philosophy what achieve- 
ments have been made since the days of 
Plato  and  Aristotle !» In   every   nation 
where the human   mind   has   attained to 
any degree of«culture,philosophy has been 
developed   to  a  greater   or  less extent. 
Contemplative minds have attempted to 
unravel the problems of their own exist- 
ence and those of the universe which they 
beheld   around   them.    The   meditative 
Asiatic, the versatile Grecian, and the am- 
bitious Roman, amid the toils of war and 
the burdens of government, devoted them- 
selves to philosophy.    Nor  did   the use 
of  Christianity repress  the tendency   of 
the human mind to the philosophical re- 
search ; it rather incited  the   intellect to 
greater exertion in attempting to sound the 
depth of our  being and   to comprehend 
our relation to the Infinite and the  Eter- 
nal.    The dark ages did witness the al- 
most entire disappearance of sound liter- 
ature ; but the spectacle was presented in 
the form of human reason struggling with- 
in surrounding gloom to look beneath the 
phenominal   world   and   apprehend   the 
foundations of knowledge.     Modern civ- 
ilization, however, has given a fresh im- 
pulse to the human mind. In the research- 
es of Bacon, l.ocke and Mill in England; 
Stewart,   Reed   and   Hamilton,   in Scot- 
land ; Des Cartes, Compte and Cousin,of 
France ; Kant, Fichte, Shelling and  He- 
gel, in Germany ; this impulse is  discov- 
erable, and in the reduction of a mass of 
speculation by these authors to something 
like form and beauty by such gifted minds 
as Hamilton, Haven,  Mayland and Mc- 
Cosh, in our own day, the student of the 
hour may read the audacious and untir- 
ing energies of the human intellect.    In 
the domain of theology what stupendous 
and sparkling fruits of human genius have 
been produced in these days of thought! 
When we examine the works of the early 
centuries  of  the   Christian   era  we   can 
scarcely withhold marvel at the theologi- 
cal labors of the men  who lived during 
those ages.    But the present is,   if possi- 
ble, still more prolific of authors.    It is a 
fact, there is error abroad. The fountains 
of theoligical literature are by no means 
all pure.    There are expositions of Bible 
truths, in extensive circulation, whose on- 
ly charm is their indefiniteness, leaving no 
room for investigation, nor varying and 
conflicting opinions, with out destroying 


